Species Profile: Harpagochromis

sp. Golden Duck
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The fish bred in a 55 gallon tank which contained natural
medium gravel and was planted with artificial plants . The
tank was filtered by a Hydro sponge filter size V. The
tank had a constant pH of pH of 7.8 and temperature of 78
degrees. I performed weekly water changes equal to 50%
of the tank volume. I used fluorescent lighting for a duration of approx. 14 hours each day. I fed the fish Kensfish
flake with occasional spirulina and small feeder fish
(mainly deformed fry from various species).
Males are solid black with orange egg spots. Females
seem to shine a brighter golden color. These fish spawn in
the typical African cichlid fashion.
The pair laid approximately 45 tan eggs. This spawning
took place several months after aquiring the fish and was
extremely rewarding as hundreds of this rare species have
been spawned and spread throughout the hobby. After
spawning, the male continued to harass tankmates much
more than the holding female. She held for 14 days be-
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were promptly removed to a 90 gallon show tank and
only fought occasionally without the presence of females. Also noted, they were not the dominant fish in
this show tank.
I recommend breeding of all Victorian cichlids, especially The ones such as these that don't have typical
bright colors that seem to make fish popular. I believe
they are less likely to be kept and bred for this reason
and Victorian enthusiasts should take note to insure the
survival of the species.
At first glance this fish looks very similar to a largemouth bass. Smaller males seemed to be less likely to
fight with the dominant male and sometimes brought
out additional color without the all out war that is
bound to happen with an identical size male.
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